Carpet Care

BONNET CLEANER
Carpet Cleaner for Bonnet Method
Super-concentrate
• Quick-dry Formula
• Contains butyl for excellent degreasing
•

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Appearance: Liquid
Specific gravity: 1.00
Color: White
pH: 9-11
Fragrance: Slight citrus
Dilution: Up to 1:32

PACKAGING
S004900-04 – 4-1 gallons

DIRECTIONS: Vacuum carpet thoroughly. Test carpet for colorfastness in an inconspicuous area before any method of cleaning. If the carpet is stain treated,
it is not necessary to spot clean prior to cleaning. If the carpet is untreated, spot clean first. Always dilute product before use. For heavily soiled areas dilute
13oz per gallon, for moderately soiled areas, dilute 6oz per gallon. Prespray: dilute product in sprayer and spray over soiled areas. Allow to dwell 5 minutes
then follow up with extraction method.Bonnet Buffing: For lightly soiled carpets or rugs, dilute 8oz per gallon and add to a pump up sprayer. Prespray carpet
and bonnet until wet to the touch, then rotary bonnet buff. Submerged method, for heavily soiled areas, and medium drying time dilute 8oz per gallon of water
in a wringer bucket, submerge bonnet, wring out thoroughly then proceed to buff with rotary machine. For greater results, use two buckets and two bonnets.
One for rinsing and the second for cleaning solution.Rotary bonnet, pour the diluted prespray into the tank, release through a flow-thru bonnet driver into the
bonnet and proceed to buff. Use caution not to overwet the carpet with solution.
STORAGE and HANDLING: Keep container tightly capped with label intact. Do not reuse containers. Can cause eye irritation. Do not get in eyes. Harmful
if swallowed. First Aid: Eye contact-Remove contact lenses. Flood eyes with water for at least 15 minutes holding eyelids apart. Ingestion-If swallowed, drink
large amounts of water. Skin Contact-Wear gloves to prevent irritation. If irritation persists, seek medical advice.
Keep Out of Reach of Children. Industrial or Institutional Use Only.
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